Beloved Brothers and Sisters of the Way, today I Am going to Project Instruction from a somewhat different perspective in order to bring more Light into your, what I might call ‘everyday’ consciousness, giving you perhaps more of a concrete and immediate picture of that which is being precipitated through each of you at this time. But before I begin today, I wish to say how delighted I Am to see that the Sun Of Even Pressure Council is responding with greater confluence to the Flow of Synthesis through your Telepathic receptiveness with your I Am Presence as Part of this New Ashramic Group within the Cave of Spiritual Integrity and Implementation.

Yes, indeed, the Celebrations of the New World Servers every 7 years plays such an important Part within the Growth and Development of Group Unity, not just any single Group of Unified Individuals, but far beyond that of many hundreds of Groups, not necessarily all conscious of such Group Unification as others may be! It takes time Dear Souls to Implement such Unification of Minds, Bodies and Souls and as you now know, the Implementation of this Higher Knowledge and Wisdom has taken 80 years or so to reach this point! It would not be so, if a decision was not made by the Hierarchy to Create a Unified Group Awareness through All New Groups as they come into manifestation.

We chose every 7 years to align with the Ray Seven, The Ray of Celebration, Transmutation and Divine Magic, so what better way to Unite and Expand in that Unification than Celebrating the Glory of Truth, Love and Knowledge on a regular basis, just like the Wesak Full Moon Celebrations. I would like to place this before you now, an idea and New Plan if your like, that before the next 7 years is up, that these Celebrations of the New World Servers become an Annual Event. You hear this for the first time here in the Elemental Grace Alliance. I will ask you then as an additional measure of Greater Awareness to look at these Points in this list, and to contemplate how you may through Spiritual Integrity and Implementation, amplify such Points into manifestation of All World Groups of New Servers. You are in an advantageous position Dear Hearts. Ponder on this, but do not take too long about it!! You are being offered First Options to do this. Others will promptly follow, now the Idea is within the Conscious Thoughtform Forcefields within the Inner Caves of Creation. You already have the Information at your fingertips. How will you respond??

**New Groups of World Servers**

- A Shared Consciousness of Unity.
• Higher Inspiration.
• The Group’s Task.
• A Group Bridge in Consciousness.
• A Centre of Planetary Meditation.
• Law of Group Progress.
• Dangers to Avoid.
• Major Creative Agent in the Three Worlds.

At the Heart of all this Good-to do, is the Good or Will-to-Be and the Good-to-the Willingness-to-Be of Service to Humanitarian Work.

All Initiates must and eventually Express Dynamic, Creative Will, a Focused Purpose which expresses only the will-to-good and also that Sustained Effort which brings fulfilment. There has been a wonderful explanation in your previous Discourse about Seeds of Group Consciousness, but I would remind you here, that Sustained Effort is the Seed of Synthesis, the Cause of Achievement and that which finally overcomes Death. Do not misunderstand Death in this context! Death is really the deterioration in time and space and is due to the tendency of matter-Spirit to isolate itself, whilst in manifestation (from the standpoint of Consciousness). This Sustained Effort of the Logos is what keeps all forms in manifestation and preserves even the Life Aspect as the Integrating and Implantation Factors in form building and, which is equally an Act of the Sustaining Will, that can Abstract or withdraw a lifestream of consciousness that remains Intact at the close of a cycle of manifestation.

Death and limitation are synonymous terms. When the consciousness is focused in form and identified entirely with the principle of limitation, it regards freedom from form life as death; but, as evolution proceeds, the consciousness shifts increasingly into awareness of that which is not form and into the Realm of that which is Transcendent or into the World of the Abstract, i.e., into that which is Abstracted from form and Focused in Itself. This, by the way, is a definition of meditation from the angle of goal and achievement.

A man or woman can truly meditate when they begin to use the mind, the reflection of the Will Aspect, and employ it in its three aspects: as Initiating his or her entrance into the World of Souls, as conditioning his or her personality life and as enforcing and eventually bringing about a Full Expression of Soul Purpose. This can be understood in its entirety once an individual, or now as a Group Unit has reached the levels of Higher Consciousness within the Cave of Creation. This results in the complete overcoming of Death. I Am bringing this whole concept down into terms of the microcosm, even though it will be obvious that only the Pledged Disciple or Initiate in preparation for Initiation can begin to grasp some of the significant Higher Implications. I shall leave
this here for you now to also ponder for greater Comprehension, Appropriation and Application.

Now, there is being established in this Group, by the Hierarchy, in cooperation, or perhaps I should say, with your assistance, Two Inter-Related but Independent Activities.

THE FIRST ACTIVITY GROUP NUCLEUS, We will call The Elemental Grace Alliance - One World Nation (your Creation Dear Souls, not Mine), which will be analogous and a definite Constant to the Movement of the Energies, the Movement of the Consciousness so in the Combined Two Groups can be Implemented according to Their Specific Functions. Here in this Centre or Nucleus (World Headquarters) will be where the Higher Interlude, Intermissions and Intervals can be known and partaken of, prior to the outgoing Movement of Any Service. This then will concern Itself primarily with the Movement of the Wisdom down into the body of humanity via this Living Organism Service Activity of the overall Group Life, both Groups, both individually and collectively in each of its combined Synthesized Membership. This EGA One World Nation, as a Centre Living Framework of Synthesis, when at their physical location, (the same location or alternative locations of both Nuclei Centres), will Rightfully Activate and Implement the Combined Core Group Service, by Focusing the outward moving Impulses, having passed through the Inner Cave, as They Flow down from the Higher Interlude into the three worlds of human endeavour, the Mental, Astral and Etheric and into the world of affairs. This Activity Constitutes the next Training Centre which We discussed in brief previously. It is that of the New Synthetic Centres, the Core of the Ashramic Living Organism of Synthesis Group Life, which will Constitute the Central Core for ALL Administrative Activity of the overall Ashramic Group Life of the Two Groups, which is for this Specific Divine Plan for the EGA and other World Groups to follow in due course.

THE SECOND ACTIVITY GROUP NUCLEUS, We shall call ‘The Soul Life-Force - Sun Of Even Pressure Council. This Framework of a Living Organism shall be that Spiritual Centre (World Headquarters), will be established, on a physical location, (same or otherwise) where the Aspiring Disciple and Initiate can easily find and Encounter the Higher Interludes, Intermissions of Intervals where Spiritual Experience, Spiritual Acquisition, and I might say, prior to his or her movement out into the body of humanity in Service in the fields of training, education and teaching will occur!

They will Minister to and Facilitate this Function. It is vitally important that the Two Activities, via these Two Groups, be understood in the beginning as being both Inter-Related and Independent of One Another, in order that each can more Perfectly Perform its own specific, precise and meticulous Function.
It is hoped that within a one to three year period it will be possible to train a sufficient number of Membership to Facilitate the Functions of ‘Both’ Centres, of ‘Both’ Activities, without utilizing the same Members in both Centres. Until that time, it will be necessary for the same Disciples and Initiates (Members) to carry out the Two Functions, which necessitates, even more than would otherwise be necessary, a complete and Willing understanding within their own Consciousness of the differentiation between these ‘Two Functions’, so that each are able to adjust their own Inner Movements, their own Subjective Life, and the Frequencies of Their Own Instrument, to that of whichever Function they are Serving at any given time.

Both Centres or Activities will be Constituted of a Divine Synthesis of the Energies with which you must be familiar, a Synthesis of Rays One, Two and Seven, the only difference being that the One Function would be the Inward Movement of the Energies into a Point of Focus for the Purpose of Expanding the Consciousness of those who will be Magnetized and Attracted, as other Disciples and Initiates, into its Sphere of Influence; while the other Function or Activity will be an outward movement of the Energies to Expand the Consciousness of humanity as a Whole into those Basic Concepts of the Divine Plan in this time and place.

Certainly in the beginning, the Activity with which you will be most concerned will be that of establishing the Central Group World Headquarters for the overall Group Life; this in the outer objective world of affairs. However, it is also necessary that you give a certain amount of time, effort, and Energy each day to the creating, by the Forces of Light, of the more Exoteric Centre, Group 2 above, which is to constitute the training ground, realizing that you are at this time the objective vehicle through which the precipitating Energies of those New Centres are moving into outer manifestation.

A question is being asked:

_Do these two Groups or Activities, these Functions, pertain to that which is analogist to the sharing of Master John the Baptist, (Part 1 - Paying It Forward Concept Above The Principle – John The Baptist, 25th June 2019), where He described the different Viewpoints of how two Levels of Hierarchical Consciousness see humanity! i.e. From the Great Divine Director’s View seeing you as Souls within an Ashram or of an Ashramic Consciousness and the Masters Who are of a Position lower than His Own, in how They see you (human Disciples and Initiates) as incarnating focuses of consciousness within your own brain, where you the Masters are attempting, endeavouring, making every effort, for us to find our Soul-Identification, to become Soul-Focused, to become Soul-Active?_

_The answer to this very well crafted question is - YES! These Two Centres, Two Activities, Two Functions could indeed be likened to this analogy of sorts and will most definitely help you to understand the differences that I have alluded to above! It can also be said that One Group Centre is based upon the Esoteric Higher Knowledge and the Other, The_
Exoteric lesser Knowingness respective to The lessor visions and lower more integrational applications of training in the question!

Realize that if you can be yourselves, in Consciousness and in Instrument, in Tune with these Precipitating Energies, these Centres will naturally and normally manifest. Contacts, various Opportunities which at this time, I do not wish to clarify right at this moment, but should be obvious to you, will be presented or placed before you by the Forces of Light, if you are able to maintain your own Aspirations and Alignments as a Combined Unit toward the Creative Construction of these Groups with the Precipitating Energies of the Inner Cave of Creation, which are moving through you. Realize that this Effort is a Hierarchical Effort, that it is already Created within the Buddhic Sphere, that it overshadows you both in Consciousness and in Form, in Consciousness and in Plan.

Be it known now however, that due to the physical Creation of the EGA, using its Formulas, Templates, Techniques and Methods of following the Cosmic Laws to date, as I have shared in Part 10, there is now room for Greater Dimensionality Decisions to be made within the Hierarchical Creative Overlays, that will make some very positive changes and corrections for Groups that are already formed as well as future Groups to follow. As you become more receptive to the Energies which Precipitate that Consciousness and Plan into manifestation, the Forces of Light on a horizontal level, who are also responding to this Effort, can now Cooperate with you to produce whatever is needed in the physical sense for the completion of the manifestation itself.

Do not attempt in your own thoughts to formulate, to determine, to manifest, but be receptive to the manifestation of the Plan for these Centres, by simply responding to those Opportunities which will be placed before you. When one or more of you meet with such an Opportunity, get in touch immediately within these Interim, Intermission and Interval times, with both Groups, so that Group Cooperative Action, Group Response, can be Appropriated and Implemented. When the time comes, as the Activities and Functions become more specifically Orientated, such Opportunities will relate only to the Group that the Members belong!

Be mindful then of all outer ‘Contacts’ that come before you or who are being Impressed upon your minds to actively move toward! The Sounding of the Group Note will aid and speed up this Forward Movement which will allow for your intentional attentions to these contacts to bring them into Alignment with your Ashramic Group Life. Every Member of this SOEPC will be Responsible to Actively stay Alert and Dynamically Enthusiastic in this Process. It is VERY IMPORTANT that you All understand the depth of this Instruction, if you are going to prove successful in this Central Core Headquarters endeavour and Creation. Without Focused and Mindful Openness to such Opportunities that will be given to you, as Lady Portia outlined in her recent Discourse; 14 – ENACA Petition – Trust Must Be Earned – Lady Portia, 9th August 2019.
‘While you have the Opportunity on Earth, Opportunity in your family life, Opportunity in your business world, Opportunity in your Group Activity, to make things right with each other, make the path easier for each other and to make it more possible to reach each man and woman to fulfil their Mission, In The Name Of Your Soul, I Implore You, To Do All That That Opportunity Affords You For Your Own Peace Of Mind And Heart. Any missed Opportunities that are presented to you can only mean one thing; a delayed Evolution upon your own Ascension Program.’

The Central Nucleus Core Group through both Activities outlined above, will just move forward naturally and harmoniously once they reach 7 Unified Members within the Inner Group Cave. This is the Prime Objective right now. But I Am asking you all to now determine for yourselves which Group you feel you will elevate towards. At the same time, I want you all to give your subjective attention daily to the manifestation of both Groups, while concentrating upon the Esoteric Group so we can arrive at the minimum Membership required to establish the Inner Cave of Spiritual Integrity and Integration so I can move closer toward you! The Formation of the 2 Groups We are speaking of now, will become apparent, more quickly when this first Seven, will be Uniting Consciously together in the Group Cave!

Remember that both Levels of Consciousness from a Hierarchical Standpoint remain Inter-Related and Independent. So Both Levels of Consciousness can and will Unite in both of these Two Group Activities and Functions.

The Core Administrational Centre or One World Nation Group will be the outward or Esoteric Group. The Activity in this Group will require a totally different perspective and Orientation than any of you are only partially equipped with at this time, due to the fact, that you are going to be working in both Centres with the Synthesis of both Centres, rather than with a Predominance of One or the Other Ray Energies. This is the reason for this Instructing Orientation.

The Exoteric Centre (SOEPC) will devote Itself entirely to the training, education and teaching of Disciples and Initiates and working with those Magnetized to the Group’s Sphere of Influence. It won’t be concerned with anything outside of that Purpose. The Nucleus of the Exoteric Activity will be focused solely with the direction of those in the overall Groups of New World Servers, eventually, who are already in a Service Activity, within the outer world of affairs, etc.

The Esoteric Centre will not relate specifically with the overall Exoteric Group, due to the Synthesis of Rays 1, 2 and 7. In other words, its Higher Qualities and Virtues of Will and Purpose, Love-Wisdom and Seventh Ray which relates to the Reflection of Spirit for a New Civilization. There is an enormous difference between these Two Groups, Two, Activities and Two Functions, as you can hopefully identify more easily by the Question raised earlier.
One Activity is likened to a business, company, enterprise or sphere of consciousness, that is very outward. It is an outer Activity (Exoteric) of human outer worldly affairs. In other words, Activities that are intended for, or likely to be understood by the greater number of general World Server or human populace.

The other however, is a very Etheric Activity (Esoteric). In other words, activities which are intended for or likely to be understood by only a smaller number of people, with a specialized Knowledge or Interest. And that’s what I mean by the Outward Movement and the Inward Movement respectively. The difference is that all of the training used to be carried out within the overall Ashramic Group Life of these Two Activities, and Functions, isn’t going to be done anymore. It is all Individualized, so that all training will be carried on in the Exoteric Centre rather than in the confines of the overall Ashramic Group Life. One of the Service Endeavours is an Outer Service Activity and the other is an Inner Service Activity, the latter being more Esoteric in Nature.

The overall 2 Groups has already been established and has received that training they need for their particular Activity. The Exoteric Group is likened to an elementary school, it is an Outward Activity within the body of humanity, whereas the Esoteric Centre will be a Form of Higher Education in which only a few will partake in the early stages of their Formation. Whereas by the end of the Golden Age there will be many more Disciples and Initiates coming into the Esoteric Centre than there will be at the beginning of it, and yet the overall Group Activity will be larger and the teaching that goes on in the outside world of human affairs will be more widespread than the other for a long time.

Let us close today and continue again next time where we will discuss aspects of Soul Awareness.

I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul at your Service.